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Rabbit Injection Instructions

Proper techniques for the restraint of your rabbit and administering medication

These are instructions that might help you in conjunction with the directions given to you by 
our veterinarians and technicians. If you are still unsure we are happy to demonstrate the 
medication technique again. Call to make a med demo appointment. Medicating your animal 
is at your own risk.

Assemble needle and syringe.

                                             needle (leave top on needle when assembling!)

                                             cc's or ml (same thing)
                                             one unit = 0.01cc

                                             syringe

                                             plunger

Hold the prescription vial upside down and push the needle into the stop



Draw required volume of medication into the syringe, avoiding any air bubbles. If you have air 
in syringe, tap the bubbles to the top and push them out of syringe. Cc's and ml's are the 
same thing, 1 unit is 0.01cc.

We find it the safest way to restrain a rabbit is the “bunny burrito”



Hold the rabbit on a table or a counter. Feel for loose skin over neck/shoulders. As you lift the 
skin, it will form a “tent”, the top point being the skin you are pinching. With your other hand 
holding the syringe horizontally, parallel to the body with beveled side up, gently but firmly 
insert the needle at least half its length and push plunger, withdraw needle and roll/rub the 
skin around the insertion site. Be sure to aim the needle in a downward angle to avoid 
puncturing through the other side.

Administering Subcutaneous Fluids

At our clinic you were provided with an in-depth demonstration of the entire procedure.
The administration of subcutaneous fluids is a prescription medical procedure. Your 
prescription label will provide information including the amount of fluids per session based 
upon the rabbits weight and health.

The fluid bag should be positioned well above the rabbit to assist the flow of fluids. Hanging it 
from a clothes hanger over the top of a door works well.
Use a fresh needle every time you give fluids. It is normal for the fluids to create a bubble 
under the skin. The fluids will be slowly absorbed into the body.
If you have fluids leaking or running through the fur, the needle is either not inserted deeply 
enough or has come through on the other side. Retract needle, “tent” fur and skin and try a 
second time.
Medicating your pet at home is done at your own risk.


